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Chapter 13
The mess in Suzi’s bedroom.

Entering the door is a big snakeskin bag with an open mouth, just like a street
stall, the clothes in the snakeskin bag are messy, and the clothes are
scattered on the bed. Arron took a closer look. These clothes were either
extremely cheap or worn out like rags.

The chaos in the room was like this. Could it be that Suzi took him 50,000
yuan and ran away?

There were no waves in Arron’s eyes. Instead, he closed the door, picked up
the car key, and drove all the way to the hospital where his mother was.

Suzi is not in the hospital.

Arron took out his cell phone and dialed Suzi’s cell phone number.

To deceive him is tolerable, and to deceive his mother who is still two months
old is to touch his bottom line of Arron!

At that time, even if he washes Yuncheng with blood, he will find Suzi back!



However, the phone rang only once, and Suzi was connected.

Her tone was a little excited: “Mr. Fu, I haven’t been to Aunt Xia today. I have
something to do outside. In a little while, I will be back soon.”

“Where are you!” Arron asked angrily.

“I…on a construction site in the southwestern suburbs of Yuncheng, I am…”
Before Suzi finished speaking, Arron interrupted.

“I rushed to the Yiyun Chinese restaurant near the hospital within two hours.
Suzi! Don’t think that I gave you fifty thousand yuan and you feel that I am
soft-hearted! I repeat, during your contract with me, your biggest task is Make
my mother happy! Otherwise…”

“Yiyun Chinese Restaurant, right, I will definitely be there in two hours!” Suzi
immediately hung up the phone.

She was inspecting the thickness of steel bars at a construction site. This was
the last question that the applicant company investigated her.

Suzi drew the draft last night until three o’clock in the night. After only two
hours of sleep, he got up to match the clothes, but he couldn’t find any decent
clothes when he changed. In the end, I chose an eighth old black one-step
skirt and white shirt, wore a half-high heels, and went out very early.

The purpose is to take a direct bus to apply for the job after walking five
kilometers.

When they arrived at the application company, the recruiters couldn’t help but
wonder when they saw Suzi’s outfit: “Miss Shen, are you here to apply for a
designer or to apply for a street sweep?”

Suzi’s complexion was reddish.



She didn’t explain, she just took out a stack of artwork from her bag and
handed it to the recruiter: “These are all drawn by myself, and there are notes
next to them, including what type of room and the type of steel used to bear
the weight, I have marked them.”

The recruiter was stunned on the spot.

After a while, he said, “I have to say, you are excellent.”

Suzi was extremely excited: “Thank you, thank you so much!”

“However, we have to test your on-site ability. If you pass the on-site level, you
can be hired.” The recruiter said.

“Yes!” Suzi and the recruiter went directly to the construction site in the
southern suburbs.

When Suzi had just finished the on-site assessment, Arron called.

She didn’t want to waste time, and she wanted Aunt Xia not to have any more
accidents, so she hung up the phone in a hurry.

Turning around and about to leave, Manager Li, who hired her, suddenly
called to her: “Ms. Shen, come and do me a favor.”

Suzi stopped and asked, “What is busy, Manager Li?”

“Help move these small hollow bricks over there.” Manager Li said lightly.

Suzi was afraid that the job he had just looked for would be ruined, so he
nodded and said, “Okay.”

The thin figure walked back and forth with the hollow brick, attracting the man
in a sports car on the side of the road.



“The shabby clothes and skirts, short hair without bangs, plain face, and cold
face. At first glance, this chick looks like a forbidden bath system that restrains
herself to the point of cruelty. Sanford, guess how she would react if I put this
girl on the bed, I guess, the cliff is crazy!” Joan Chu said to Sanford with a
smile on his face.

Sanford said angrily: “Young Master Ling, can you still count the number of
girls you got on the bed? This little girl looks like a conservative rural girl. If
you provoke her, you won’t be afraid to get rid of it?” “I haven’t met a woman I
can’t get rid of!” Joan sneered, while squinting at Suzi.

More than a hundred hollow bricks is not too much. But Suzi was pregnant
and wearing high heels. She didn’t dare to move a lot at a time, so it took a full
half an hour to finish the move, but she was not very tired, just because her
heel hurts.

After moving the hollow bricks, Suzi limped to the side of the road to wait for
the bus.

This wait is another ten minutes.

Seeing that an hour passed, Suzi began to feel anxious, and a silver-gray
sports car stopped in front of Suzi: “Miss, are you going back to the city? Give
you a walk?”

Suzi did not answer, nor did he look at the man in the sports car.

She has a strong guard against people she doesn’t know.

“I am the son of the owner of this real estate development company.” After
Joan finished speaking, he shouted to the recruiting manager in the distance:
“Old Li, come here!”

Manager Li nodded and came over: “Young Master Ling, what’s your order?”



“This is a new employee, isn’t it?” Joan asked.

“Yes, Young Master Ling.”

“It’s difficult to take a bus here. I’ll just go back and take this lady for a while.”
Joan looked at Suzi and said again.

“Ms. Shen, thank you Mr. Ling?” Manager Li reminded Suzi.

Suzi bit his lip and said embarrassedly, “Thank you.”

The car drove all the way to the city.

Suzi didn’t say a word, just looked out the window.

“They take you as a hot spot,” Joan said suddenly.

“What?” Suzi asked.

“Do you know why Lao Li asked you to move bricks? That’s because your job
is to be able to draw and move bricks.” Joan observed Suzi’s reaction through
the rearview mirror.

There was no wave on Suzi’s dull face.

As if she had already known the nature of her next job.

“Do you still want this job?” Joan asked.

“Yes.”

Joan: “…”



Looking around him, there is no woman who doesn’t want to try to cater to
him, but this shabby and indifferent local girl is too lazy to talk to him.

Joan couldn’t help but sneer in her heart: Sooner or later, I will get you!

As for whether it’s cold or not, it’s time to have the final say!

“Miss, where are you going? I’m a good person to do the trick and send you to
the place.” Joan asked.

“Uh… there is a Yiyun Chinese restaurant near Huaizhong Road, do you
know?” Suzi asked. She didn’t know why Arron asked her to go to the Yiyun
Chinese restaurant, but she knew it was indeed the address.

The restaurant is too small, Joan really didn’t know.

But the car can be navigated.

I turned on the navigator and drove for about a while before arriving outside
the Yiyun Chinese Restaurant.

Suzi was sweating anxiously, and the car stopped. When she got out of the
car, she ran towards the restaurant door without saying thank you.

“Suzi! Why are you here!” Lanita, dressed in an engagement gown, blocked
the door and asked glaringly.

Chapter 14
Suzi was taken aback.

Only then did I remember that today was the engagement banquet between
Arron and Lanita.



As early as the day before yesterday, Suzi heard Jarod say when he went to
the Lin family to pay back the money.

I looked up at Lanita’s dress, gorgeous wedding dress, diamond necklace on
her neck, diamond earrings, and the flower crown on top of her head.

Lanita was as beautiful as a fairy descending to the world.

Lanita is today’s protagonist.

And what is she doing here?

Looking down at what I was wearing, the white shirt was covered with hollow
brick powder, and the black skirt was covered with cloth balls.

Are you here to beg for food?

What kind of heart is Arron’s peace!

What did he and Lanita’s engagement banquet have to do with her, why made
her come here to make a fool of herself.

An anger surged into my heart.

Suzi looked at Lanita calmly and sadly: “Yes, what am I doing here?”

“You! Suzi! You are too shameless! Today is my engagement banquet with Mr.
Arron! You are all dirty, you can’t get close when you walk with limping and
crutches. You have just been caught by a few men. Will you give me bad luck
after the turn! Get out of here!” Lanita can’t wait to tear Suzi to pieces!

Is it easy for her to hold this engagement banquet with Arron?



Arron didn’t like to publicize, and kept her low-key. Even if the engagement
banquet was held, Arron didn’t notify the Lin family, but his father found it out
by himself.

Fortunately, Lin’s family also has a family background, and in one day I bought
the outfits that should be purchased, Lanita’s engagement gowns and
accessories. Moira’s dresses and Jarod’s suits are all luxury goods worth
hundreds of thousands or even hundreds of thousands.

The Lin family also invited some close relatives and friends.

No matter how low-key, such a happy event as an engagement banquet, you
have to invite three or five friends.

Moira was showing off to a few close friends and relatives in the gate: “Don’t
look at the Fu family sitting on the top of the cloud city, but Mr. Arron is a very
low-key person. Oh, my mother-in-law likes Mr. Arron’s calmness. .”

“Mrs. Lin, Lanita is really blessed to be able to marry into the home of the
richest man in Yuncheng. Congratulations. In the future, our relatives and
friends can also follow the light and walk around.” Relatives and friends
complimented with a smile.

A woman who wants to marry Yuncheng Fu’s family can almost circle
Yuncheng hand in hand, but she wants to see who has this blessing.

Blessed people, naturally someone rushes to compliment.

The ladies who were invited by the Lin family to congratulate them were
complimented, and heard Lanita who greeted Arron at the door yelling:
“Security, security! Get out of this broken goods!”

Jarod and Moira walked out one after another, and when they saw Suzi, the
couple’s Qi Qiao Qi aroused smoke.



“Suzi, you are really capable. You must have heard the news about the
engagement of the Fourth Young Master and Lanita at my house the day
before yesterday, so it was a spoiler?” Moira raised her blessed finger angrily,
and stabbed Suzi abruptly. Face.

“Come and see, you guys! Look at her! In this look, her clothes are almost
torn to pieces, walking crookedly and looking at you, you just finished that kind
of thing, and you have done it more than once, I forgot. Yes, Lanita said that
you specialize in evening business. Are you doing business and running here
to add bad luck to us?

Suzi, we can’t do anything to add to us. But if you touched Arron’s brow, you
would be looking for death. “Moira used the most vicious words to belittle
Suzi, and at the same time she carried out Arron as a blessing and prestige.

Relatives and friends also criticized and abused Suzi.

“Do you think you can grab the limelight with Lanita when you come here? I
heard that you have been fostering at Lanita’s house for eight years. In eight
years, you have raised a poisonous snake!”

“One is for sale! I came here to find a business, but I found a man in the
wrong place. Even if he is looking for a man who can come and go here, he
won’t look for a low-grade stuff like you. You should go to a gathering place for
migrant workers.”

“Don’t get out! Worry-hearted things! I’m thinking about destroying Lanita’s
happiness, what kind of heart are you, why don’t you die in jail! Get out! Don’t
leave Arron Fu coming, I will definitely leave you dead! “Jarod pushed Suzi
viciously.

At this moment, Suzi had an urge to kill someone!

But why!



Why did Arron let her come here!

Behind him, a cynical voice said: “She is not a beggar, nor is she the dirty
woman you are talking about, she is my female companion.”

Everyone looked behind Suzi.

“Mr Ling?” Lanita first shouted in surprise.

“Miss Lin, congratulations on becoming the fiancee of Brother Arron.” Joan’s
peachy eyes flashed towards Lanita.

“Young Master Ling, you and her…” Lanita looked at Suzi incredulously.

“Yes, Miss Shen got off my car. She is my female partner to attend the
engagement banquet between you and Brother Fu today.” Joan stretched out
his arm to stop Suzi’s shoulder.

Suzi leaned against Joan with his head weak, and looked at Lanita and the
people present with cold eyes: “Miss Lin, Mr. Lin, Mrs. Lin, I’m sorry, I’m
Young Master Ling who is here to attend your engagement banquet. Female
companion. I’m a VIP.”

“Come in with me!” A strong big hand suddenly grabbed Suzi’s arm and
caught Suzi from Joan’s arms.

Suzi looked up and saw Arron.

“Fourth Young Master, you are finally here, is my wedding dress beautiful
today?” Lanita hurriedly asked.

“Four young masters, look at this, you said the engagement banquet was
low-key, we didn’t dare to invite anyone, but this Suzi didn’t know how to
know…” Moira explained with a smile.



She only explained half of it, and seeing the cold expression on Arron’s face
that she wanted to kill, Moira didn’t dare to go on.

“Why are you here?” Arron looked at the Lin family incredulously. He and Suzi
did not invite anyone in this wedding banquet, only him, Suzi, the pastor, and
his mother.

This wedding banquet is just fulfilling the mother’s wish.

“What?” Lanita was stunned.

“Go back now!” Arron looked at Lanita with extremely cold eyes: “Otherwise,
you will be at your own risk!”

Lin’s family and relatives: “…”

Arron’s black eyes, as cold as a sword, looked at Joan again.

“Four…Four brothers. It is me that you are holding in your hand…” Joan’s
words were incomplete.

Arron gripped Suzi’s arm tightly again: “Come in with me and wear a wedding
dress right away!”
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Chapter 15
Suzi was dumbfounded: “You…what did you say?”

Even though she has always been calm and self-conscious, and has an
attitude of nothing to do with her, she was still shocked by Arron’s words.

“Woman! You have been delayed for a long time!” Arron didn’t give Suzi any
explanation at all, but violently pulled her arm and walked deep into the
restaurant.

Behind him, the first person who was frightened was driving Suzi all the way
from the construction site to here, just now Joan, who also acted as Suzi’s
male companion for one time. Joan held his forehead while groping to take
out the phone, and tremblingly pressed a number to dial out.

Soon, the phone on that end was connected.

“Lao Ze, I may be going to die.” Joan cried and chirped.

Sanford, who was driving on the road, asked jokingly: “What’s the matter? Mr.
Ling, don’t tell me, the little girl who was abducted by you just over an hour
ago was taken by you so quickly. In the process, she almost Killed you?”

“I’m not thinking about joking! That woman is Brother Fu’s woman!”

Sanford: “…”

After a while, Sanford said unkindly: “Um, Mr. Ling, I…I’m driving, it’s not
convenient to answer your call, goodbye!”

Joan: “…” The phone’s “dududu” became a busy tone. When Liushen was
without a master, his arm was grabbed by a beauty with a pale face. Joan



shivered in fright, and hurriedly shook off the beauty’s hand: “What are you
doing!”

“Ling…Mr. Ling, help me, please… tell me, what happened just now?” Lanita
trembled her lips, crying with makeup, she shrank and looked at Joan like a
female ghost. Ling.

Joan pushed Lanita away in disgust.

I couldn’t help laughing.

There are such idiots in the world!

Obviously they are not engaged to you, but you are waiting here neatly.

“Yes… I’m sorry, I can’t protect myself. I can’t help your beauty. I slipped away
first. I have to go and ask for a life-saving talisman.” Joan raised his eyebrows
and shrugged, pushing away Lanita and striding out the meteor. Restaurant.

Lanita was desperate and embarrassed.

Turning around, he saw Arron holding Suzi in his hands and still in the depths
of the aisle and didn’t go in. With the courage of somehow, Lanita carried her
wedding dress and quickly caught up with Arron and Suzi.

Lanita hurriedly stopped in front of Arron and Suzi. Regardless, she grabbed
Suzi and gritted her teeth and asked: “Suzi! Did you deliberately? You
deliberately sabotaged the engagement banquet between Arron and me,
Shen. Suzi, our family raised you from the age of twelve to the present, and
you avenged your revenge. Why are you so vicious! You are vicious!”

Lanita was crying with tears on her face.

Suzi calmly didn’t even lift his eyelids: “Miss Lin, today is my husband’s
wedding banquet. This is my husband. We got the marriage certificate. It is



legal. Our wedding banquet did not invite you at all. , You came here by
yourself and put on a wedding dress. You are going to tell everyone in the
world, are you going to be a junior?

It’s the first time I’ve seen a brazen mistress like you after living such a big life.

Even if you step back 10,000 steps, I don’t blame your junior’s behavior.

But you can ask, does my husband agree? “

Her words were extremely cold.

But every word is like a knife.

It was the Lin family and the relatives invited by the Lin family who insulted
Suzi as much as they could, and made Suzi annoyed.

“Just a few days ago, Mr. Arron clearly promised me that he would marry me
in two months!” Lanita didn’t dare to look at Arron, who had a cold expression
on his face, but said viciously to Suzi.

Suzi’s tone was even more indifferent: “Does this have anything to do with
me?”

Lanita: “…” She was not reconciled!

How could this happen?

People in Quannan City know that Lanita will marry Arron in two months. Their
Lin family has invited many relatives and friends today, but now, she and her
parents have become A big joke.

How do they end the Lin family.



At this moment, Lanita didn’t care about everything else, only endless
unwillingness. She was not afraid to die and grabbed Arron, who was already
on the verge of anger, and begged: “Four young masters, you went to our
house a few days ago and talked to my parents in person. That said, you will
marry me into the Fu family in two months, have you forgotten Arron?”

Arron looked at Lanita with incomparably dark eyes, gritted his teeth and said
word by word: “I’m talking about two months later, not now!”

Lanita: “…”

Arron changed hands and handed Suzi to the oncoming makeup artist and
said, “My mother will be there in half an hour. I will take her to change her
wedding dress immediately and put on makeup!”

“Yes, Mr. Fu.” The makeup artist took Suzi into the makeup artist.

Only then did Arron shoot Lanita with the cold eyes that could kill people.

Lanita shuddered with fright.

Suddenly I remembered that I had actually replaced Suzi as Arron’s fiancée.
Could it be that Arron already knew that the woman who rescued him with her
body that night was Suzi, not Lanita?

If this matter is really known to Arron, it is estimated that the entire Lin family
will be destroyed by Arron.

Lanita shivered in shock: “Four…Four young masters, I’m sorry, I will leave
immediately…”

Without finishing a sentence, Arron was already holding her arm and
squeezing Lanita to the door like a chick. At this time, Jarod and Moira and his
wife were looking deep into the restaurant very anxiously.



Finally hoped that her daughter Lanita would come out.

It was picked up by Arron.

Seeing this scene, Jarod and Moira almost fell to the ground in shock.

Jarod plucked up the courage and cautiously shouted: “Four…Four young
masters.”

“Listen!” Arron said expressionlessly, “If Lanita hadn’t rescued me, I would kill
her on the spot! Now I will ask you again, if you want compensation or get
married!”

Jarod and Moira haven’t recovered for a long time.

They all thought that Arron took Suzi in to wear a wedding dress, because
they knew they were cheating on him.

But now, it doesn’t seem to be.

Jarod nodded immediately, “Listen…Listen to Arron’s arrangement.”

“If I want to marry your daughter in two months, just get out now! Don’t show
up here!” Arron said extremely impatiently.

The Lin family is really disgusting.

But Arron couldn’t be unsympathetic to someone who had saved him.

Jarod nodded and wiped the sweat from his forehead: “Yes, yes, we…get out
now, get out now.”



After he finished speaking, holding Moira in one hand and shaking Lanita in
shock and shaking with the other hand, she stumbled out of the Yiyun
Chinese Restaurant.

Arron adjusted his suit, turned around and walked deep into the aisle again, to
the entrance of the dressing room, and opened the door with just a push.

Entering the dressing room, Arron was stunned for an instant.

Chapter 16
The woman in front of her had already taken off a dilapidated one-step skirt
and white shirt, and put on a wedding dress and crystal high heels. Suzi was
already tall and thin, at 1.70 meters.

Now she is wearing this ten-centimeter crystal shoes, and she is even more
tall and has a pair of extremely perfect long legs.

She has just changed her clothes without makeup.

But even without the makeup of Fendai, it was enough to make Arron
stunned.

She has an unconsciously cold feeling, as if nothing in this world has anything
to do with her, and wearing this exquisitely crafted wedding dress makes her
beautiful and unscrupulous.

She was so innocent and cold to face him, without saying a word.

An unknown fire suddenly rose in Arron’s heart.

There was a little hoarse in his cold voice: “What did you do this morning! Do
you know that you almost missed my big business!”



“Is this the wedding between you and me?” Suzi asked very transparently.

After asking, she said to herself: “I don’t need this wedding! You shouldn’t
need it either. Anyway, you are going to marry Lanita after two months. You
are now in front of the Lin family. When Mian’er holds a wedding with me, the
Lin family will treat me as a deadly enemy!”

The man dragged Suzi’s small chin: “Listen, whether you owe the Lin family or
the Lin family between you and the Lin family? I don’t bother to ask if there is
any unclear relationship between you.

And Joan!

Today was supposed to be our wedding day, but you walked out of Joan’s car
in a messy clothes.

It seems that your woman’s past is really complicated as a pool of muddy
water! “

When a man said these things, he felt a kind of inexplicable irritability.

Inexplicably angry.

When she got out of Joan’s car, he could see it clearly. At that time, he was in
the car calling and communicating with the hospital, and wanted the hospital
to send his mother one hour later.

As a result, as soon as I hung up, I saw Joan got out of the car.

In front of so many people, Joan hugged Suzi in her arms, and she actually
leaned on Joan’s shoulder with great enjoyment.

I really don’t know what to check!



“Mr. Fu!” Suzi’s chin was pinched very painfully by him.

But she gritted her teeth and didn’t call it pain. She only calmly said to him:
“The relationship between me and you is only a two-month contract. When I
went to the Lin family, you discussed with the Lin family in front of me. At the
wedding, I never interrupted you, and I hope you will not interfere with my
personal relationships.”

The man smiled coldly, this woman is really bold enough.

Actually bargaining with him.

“Do you think you have the right to speak with me?” Arron asked lightly.

Suzi: “Why! We are a cooperative relationship, why can’t I have the right to
speak?”

“Because I am the party who pays you, and you are the party who serves me,
of course you have no right to speak! Since you have signed a contract with
me, you will honestly marry me and be your wife, honestly. Serve your
mother-in-law conscientiously! If I find out about your bad things in the
relationship between me and your marriage, you will die without a place to
bury!” Arron’s tone was also very plain.

He could hardly hear his emotions.

But Suzi knew that he was indeed a cruel, rich and powerful man.

If not, the Lin family would not be so afraid of him, like a slave in front of him,
but Lanita was so eager to marry him.

Suzi bit his lip, and his tone eased: “I went to apply for a job on the
construction site today. That Mr. Ling is the son of the owner of the real estate
company on the construction site I applied for. You called me to come here in



a hurry. , I can’t wait for the car. It was the Young Master Ling who offered to
send me here. Me and him, nothing more.”

“What job are you applying for?” The man frowned.

“Moving bricks.” Suzi’s tone was slightly lonely.

She bothered to draw the design drawings and construction drawings by
hand. The drawings were so perfect and meticulous, but because she couldn’t
get her academic qualifications, the recruiters still didn’t want her very much,
and they wanted her to be a hot spot.

The gunman, that is, unsigned, provides artwork for those designers who are
somewhat accomplished, and the right to sign belongs to that designer.

And she, no matter how good she draws, is nothing.

Not only that, Suzi heard from Mr. Ling’s mouth that it is possible that a large
part of her future work will be on the construction site.

“Are you going to move bricks on the construction site?” Arron didn’t expect it.

“Does Mr. Fu also restrict my work?” Suzi asked with a sneer.

The man’s anger has melted a lot. He let go of Suzi and told the makeup
artist: “Make up for her, I’ll wait outside.”

“Okay Mr. Fu.” The makeup artist took Suzi to the inner room, where there
was a dressing table with all kinds of cosmetics and skin care products.

After half an hour, Suzi finished putting on makeup.



After the makeup artist put the veil on her, Suzi walked out of the dressing
room. At this time, Arron, who was sitting outside the door waiting, was taken
aback when she saw Suzi.

I have to say that Suzi is very beautiful.

Without makeup, she has a sense of incomprehension that is so cold and
unconscious, while Suzi, who wears makeup, has a kind of cold and arrogant
beauty, and the beauty is very recognizable.

If at this moment, if Lanita, who was wearing a wedding dress with heavy
makeup, stood in front of Suzi, she would definitely be beaten by Suzi.

Arron was stunned for a few seconds, then raised his arms and ordered her:
“Take my arm.”

She: “…”

Except for staying in his residence on the first day, colliding with him in the
bathroom, and just forcibly grabbing his wrist and pulling in, she has not been
in close contact with him, let alone holding his arm.

Between them, they are actually very strange.

After hesitating, the man grabbed her arm and lifted it up, and forced it into his
arm.

Suzi suddenly felt a trance.

She thought of the man who was dying in the dark. The man was very
powerful and his actions were very domineering. He made her back to him
and was controlled by that man. Suzi had no power to fight him. , And couldn’t
see the person. She only remembered that her arm was also raised so
arrogantly by that person, the same as the feeling that Arron now raised her
arm.



In astonishment, the man has taken her to the lobby of the restaurant.

Suzi knew that he must ask her to meet someone with him.

As soon as the two of them stood at the door of the restaurant, they saw
someone pushing a wheelchair towards them. Suzi looked intently and found
that the wheelchair was really Aunt Xia.

Shanna looked at Suzi kindly, and asked, “Suzi, do you like the surprise your
mother gave you?”
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Suzi understood instantly.

It turned out that Aunt Xia specially arranged it.

Aunt Xia told her a few days ago that she must give her a surprise.

Suzi’s heart suddenly became warm.

No matter how Arron treats her, Aunt Xia is Suzi’s only warmth in this world.
Aunt Xia still has two months to live. Even for Aunt Xia, Suzi has to cooperate
with Arron and do the trick.



“Thank you mom. I like this surprise so much. Mom, look, this is the wedding
dress that Arron prepared for me. Does it look good?” Suzi lifted up his
wedding dress and asked.

Shanna looked back and forth several times, and then the circles under her
eyes turned red.

“Suzi, Mom never expected you to be so beautiful and put on makeup. You
and Arron are really a match made in heaven.” Shanna couldn’t close her lips
happily.

What she said is true.

Not to mention Shanna thinks that Suzi and Arron are a perfect match, and
even the staff in the restaurant feel that this couple is a good match.

“Suzi, my mother has never been married in her entire life, and she has not
been able to wear a wedding dress. She especially hopes that you can marry
decently in the wedding dress. But, because of her mother’s illness, Arron
doesn’t want to be too extravagant, so she decided your wedding. No one is
here, but mom can bless you. Okay?” Shanna asked Suzi apologetically.

Suzi naturally knew that the reason Arron was unwilling to be extravagant was
not because of his mother, but because they were just a contract.

But she didn’t say anything on the surface, she just said with a smile on her
face: “Mom, your blessing is enough. No matter how many other outsiders
come, I don’t know. I will live with Arron in the future. Why do you want so
many people without talking to others?”

Shanna became more and more happy when she heard it. She raised her
wrist and grabbed Suzi’s hand, then put an emerald green bracelet on Suzi’s
wrist, and said with a smile: “My daughter-in-law is the most sensible and
understanding. Pleasant daughter-in-law, mother is happy, even if she gets
there, she feels relieved.”



Suzi held Shanna’s hand and said, “Mom, today is the day when Arron and I
are overjoyed. You are not allowed to say such things.”

“Okay, okay, let’s go in.” Shanna smiled.

Arron, who was held by Suzi, said nothing during the whole process. He didn’t
understand that Suzi, who was deserted and unconscious in front of anyone,
said so much in front of his mother? She was really happy to coax her mother.

Arron’s heart couldn’t help but shake.

The two joined hands, next to Shanna in a wheelchair, the three of them came
to the small auditorium on the top floor of the restaurant. Everything was set
up here. In front of the auditorium, there was a priest.

Walking into such an environment, Suzi suddenly felt that this was her real
wedding, and she had a sacred feeling.

Suddenly he was very self-deprecating.

In this life, can he really hold such a wedding with the man he loves?

It shouldn’t.

In this world, who would want a woman who comes out of prison, has no fixed
place, can’t even find a job, and becomes pregnant before marriage?

I’m afraid not.

Then she will treat this wedding as her real wedding.

In front of the pastor, Suzi listened to those teachings piously.



Wait until the pastor asks her: “Will you marry Arron? Whether he is in good
times or in adversity, whether he is poor or rich, whether he is healthy or sick,
you will love him unreservedly and be loyal to him forever? “

Suzi nodded affirmatively: “I am willing!” He said that, but he was extremely
sad.

In her heart, she said silently to her baby: “Baby, have you witnessed your
mother’s wedding? Mommy may never get married again in this life, so
mommy will find you a father, okay?”

The priest’s voice sounded in his ear: “The bride and groom exchange rings.”

The ring was bought by Arron in advance. Suzi didn’t know how good it was.
She only exchanged it with Arron step by step. When Arron raised her hand to
put the ring on her, Suzi felt that night again. .

There is always an illusion that Arron looks like that man.

“Groom, please k!ss your bride now.” The pastor’s brisk voice once again
pulled back Suzi’s thoughts.

Suzi was confused.

Here, k!ssing Arron?

How can it be!

Even if she had never seen the dead man, she could not k!ss two men in this
short period of two months.

There will be a sense of guilt in her heart, she will hate herself.



Subconsciously, Suzi put his head aside. From a distance, Shanna sitting in
the audience thought that Suzi was shy. Shanna looked at the couple with a
kind smile.

Arron leaned down firmly, caught her lips accurately, and k!ssed her.

She had nowhere to run, and she couldn’t struggle in front of Aunt Xia. The
feeling of being controlled by him in her arms once again reminded her of the
dead man.

Arron and that man have the same overbearing strength.

After the k!ss, her entire face was red as blood, and Arron also had a different
feeling, always feeling familiar with her.

This feeling made him extremely annoyed.

My mother was right beside me: “Mom wishes you a long life together.”

A wedding witnessed only by the pastor and the mother can be regarded as
closing, but in a corner outside this Chinese restaurant, there are still three
people hidden.

It was Jarod and Moira who already had Lanita’s family of three and suffered
such a humiliation. How could they be reconciled?

Especially Lanita was even more jealous to the point of madness.

The family of three wondered behind the scenes that since Arron didn’t know
that the person who saved him with his body that day was Suzi, why did he
marry Suzi and promised to marry her Lanita in two months?

In this, there must be other reasons.



At exactly this time, a woman dressed as a caregiver passed by them. Moira
praised the caregiver in her fifties with kind words, and then pretended to ask
casually: “Why are the wedding couples here? , So low-key? Didn’t even invite
relatives and friends?”

“Hi.” The nursing worker sighed: “It’s also pitiful. This aunt’s son is promising,
but she has only two months to live. This daughter-in-law is a favorite of the
old lady, and the son doesn’t necessarily like it. Satisfying the wish of the old
lady, that’s why such a low-key wedding was held here.”

Moira: “…”

That’s it!

She told her husband Jarod and daughter Lanita the good news.

But Lanita became more and more jealous: “Suzi can actually get the love of
Arron’s mother? I must let her die miserably!”

After speaking, she took out her mobile phone and dialed a set of numbers:
“Heizi, help me deal with a woman, the price is up to you!”

Chapter 18
The man called Heizi on the other end of the phone is a sc*mbag of the
Yuncheng generation of chaotic society. The stains before and after Suzi’s
imprisonment were all handled by Heizi. The Lin family and Heizi have
cooperated more than once.

But this time, Lanita simply made a big one.

Originally, on the eve of their marriage with Arron, the Lin family did not intend
to kill Suzi. One reason was that they were afraid that they would cause a big
trouble to affect the marriage. Another reason was that Lanita had always



wanted to tell Suzi personally that she had to All the happiness that came was
Suzi’s body in exchange for it.

She just wanted to die of Suzi alive.

However, Lanita can’t manage that much now.

She wants Suzi to die!

Immediately die!

On that end, Heizi made ten million when he opened his mouth.

Lanita was startled: “Heizi! Are you too thirsty?”

Heizi smirked, “I know who you want me to deal with. Not only did I help you
clean her up, but I also had to make her go very painful. This is the only way
to relieve your eldest lady’s hatred, right? And if you want, you can watch me
torment her with your own eyes. Do you think this price is worth it?”

Lanita agreed on the spot: “Okay! Ten million is ten million!”

Although this amount is not a small sum for the Lin family, Lanita thought that
she would marry Arron in the near future and become the mistress of the Fu
family. Lanita felt that she would be 10 million. It’s not money at all.

After making up with Heizi, closing the line, Lanita sneered alone: “Suzi!
Everything that should have belonged to you is mine, mine! And you have
completed your task, you should go to hell. Go to hell!”

Lanita looked back viciously at the Yiyun Chinese Restaurant, and then
quickly left. At the Yiyun Chinese Restaurant, Suzi just pushed Shanna’s
wheelchair out.



“Mom, can you come home and live today?” Suzi asked.

Knowing that this is impossible, Suzi still has to ask.

Shanna was so seriously ill that even when she came to the wedding, she
was accompanied by medical staff, and the doctor only allowed her to come
out for three hours. After three hours, she had to go back to the ward
immediately.

Shanna smiled and shook her head: “Silly girl, today is your wedding day with
Arron. You should have a good time to live together. How can mother make
light bulbs? I will be accompanied by medical staff to go back to the hospital.
That’s it, you and Arron can go home directly.”

“Good mom.” Suzi watched Shanna get into the escort, watched the car get
away, and turned around again, and Arron was gone.

Suzi couldn’t help but smile lonely.

After all, it was just a deal.

He is doing his filial piety.

And she, Aunt Xia is the only warmth in her.

No matter how much Arron misunderstood her, no matter how fierce, no
matter how indifferent, she would definitely accompany Shanna through the
last journey of her life.

Suzi dragged the long wedding dress through the hall and walked towards the
dressing room. A group of waiters behind him looked at her with strange eyes.
Suzi rushed to the dressing room, but did not see the dress she changed.

A waiter came over and asked her: “What are you looking for, bride?”



“I…what about my clothes?” Suzi asked.

“Huh?”

“It’s just a black one-step skirt, a white shirt, a bit dirty…”

“That? We thought it was garbage and threw it away.”

Suzi: “…”

How can she go out without the casual clothes, how can she take the bus? Is
it possible to take the bus in a wedding dress and crystal high heels?

He took out his cell phone and called Arron, but Arron did not answer the
phone.

Suzi was wearing a wedding dress, sitting alone in the hall not knowing where
to go.

An hour ago, he was the beautiful bride that everyone envied, but now, like
Lanita, he has become a joke in this restaurant.

Picked up the phone to edit the text message to Arron: Are you planning to let
me go back to your residence? Please advise.

Arron did not reply to the text message.

Suzi waited in the hotel for two hours.

It was getting late, and it seemed that she was really going to wear a wedding
dress and take the bus back to Arron’s residence. Just about to get up, a
polite voice shouted: “Miss Shen, he has left beforehand, and I will be
responsible for sending you back.”



Seeing the arrival of Arron’s assistant Christopher, Suzi finally said with relief:
“Yeah.”

Back to Arron’s residence, the living room was quiet, and it was estimated that
Arron was already asleep.

Suzi was about to go back to her bedroom to change the wedding dress,
when she suddenly saw the emerald green bracelet Shanna put on her wrist.

This bracelet should be very valuable, right? Suzi would not naively think that
Arron would give her this bracelet. She took off the bracelet, stood outside
Arron’s bedroom door and knocked on the door, there was no sound inside.

She knocked again, and the door opened slowly.

Suzi opened the door and looked at it. Arron was not in the bedroom.

It turns out he hasn’t come back yet.

Suzi guessed, Arron should be comforting Lanita at the Lin family now, right?
Originally wanting to turn around and exit, Suzi felt that a valuable bracelet
should be returned to him as soon as possible for storage. She walked in and
put the bracelet on Arron’s bedside table, and turned back to the door when
she was about to go out. Only then did Suzi realize that the door could not be
opened.

She chuckled.

Tilted his head to study where the hidden lock of the door handle was, but
couldn’t find it.

This door is no different from an ordinary door, and the door handle does not
have any hidden locks, but why can’t it be opened?



She pushed hard, pulled hard, and pressed the doorknob downwards, but it
didn’t help.

In the end, Suzi was sweating and still couldn’t open it.

She had to go back to Arron’s bedside table, and wanted to open the drawer
to see if there were any keys or door cards. As a result, when she opened the
drawer, a bright dagger shot out from the drawer, piercing her directly. Come
in.

“Ah…” Suzi was shocked and pale.

Nothing dangerous happened, the dagger just touched Suzi’s body and it
bounced back automatically.

The dagger was stuck on the wall, and there was a line of words above it.

Suzi carefully discovered that it said: The first time it just made you a false
alarm, if you dare to move anything in the room, you will be hacked to death.

Suzi was frightened in a cold sweat, and he couldn’t stand still. When I was in
shock, I wanted to support a bed, and almost touched the quilt with my hand,
and then pulled it back in shock.

She dared not touch anything, only shrank in the corner of the wall by the
door.

She thought she must be over.

Even if the hidden weapon in Arron’s room did not hack her to death, Arron
would definitely not let her go when he returned.

She huddled in the corner of the wall and hugged her knees, before she knew
it, Suzi fell asleep.



Arron, who came back late at night, found that someone had moved his door
as soon as he arrived outside the bedroom door.


